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FUTURED (2019-2022) was a research project which represented critical and normative 

approaches to change in generalist music teacher education (GMTE) in Norway.[1] 

  

In this suggested session, we invite our Nordic colleagues to partake in a learning 

jam/commission, creatively playing to suggest aspects of a functional GMTE for the 

future. Participants will be presented with the following questions: 

  

·      Which discursive, structural, and pedagogical changes to GMTE will be the most 

pertinent to a well-functioning future GMTE? 

·      In your opinion, what measures should be taken to accomplish your suggested 

changes? 

  

The workshop is inspired by two formats, learning jam and learning commission. In both 

formats, the audience is expected to contribute actively, in groups. A learning 

commission can function as a community and a forum to provide multiple perspectives 

on themes of concern to the participants (Lingard et al., 2021).  

A learning jam is inspired by «aesthetic distancing». Playing with the results of their oral 

discussions, the groups display their discussion in aesthetic form, like a song/music, a 

tableau, a sculpture, or a drawing. Such aesthetic transformation is intended to fuel 

creativity and shift the discussion from “as is” to “as if” (Pässilä, 2016).  

In the suggested workshop, aesthetic output will be optional. 



  

Group discussion results,  aesthetically shaped and/or or more traditionally verbalized, 

will be commented on by other participants and by a panel consisting of senior 

researchers specialized in our topic, future general music teacher education. We will 

recruit these professors among conference participants, aiming at Nordic 

representativity. 
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